Appraising clinical guidelines: towards a “Which” guide for purchasers

All health care services are attempting to control escalating costs in the face of increasing patient needs, expectations, and healthcare interventions. In the United Kingdom the government has responded in two ways: by introducing a competitive health market to provide incentives for efficiency and an emphasis on providing only those services that have been shown to be clinically effective. The latter approach has concentrated on changing professional behaviour through the introduction of a national audit programme and a research and development strategy.

Clinical guidelines are proposed as the logical link between these initiatives, with purchasers being encouraged to include evidence based guidelines in their contracts as a method of increasing clinical effectiveness. Simply put, the research and development initiative will define appropriate practice, which will be translated into statements of good care (guidelines), and clinical audit will monitor adherence to the guidelines. The potential benefits are enormous: an increase in appropriate practice and hence reduced morbidity and mortality; improved efficiency by controlling professional excess; and cost containment by targeting finite resources on effective interventions.

Hurdles to implementation

However, like all policies attempting to alter professional practice, implementation is proving difficult. The medical profession values clinical freedom and has been suspicious of guidelines. If clinical practice is now to be explicitly linked by guidelines to managerial processes, reassurance is needed that guidelines will achieve their intended outcome. But how can the quality of guidelines be assessed? The increasing number of local and national guidelines available means that purchasers and providers may benefit from a “Which” style report with guidelines appraised against predefined desirable criteria. Is it possible to develop such guidance?

Assessing the validity of guidelines

The essential prerequisite for improved quality of care is that a guideline is valid. In this context validity means that adherence to the guideline will increase the probability of bringing about the expected health outcome at the expected cost. Guidelines are likely to be more valid if they are based on the results of systematic reviews of the evidence, if they have been developed by national multidisciplinary groups representing the interests of key stakeholders, and if the recommendations are explicitly linked to evidence.

Appraising the validity of guidelines depends on the availability of the documentation on their development. A recent pilot study appraised several guidelines published in the United Kingdom against a modified version of the criteria of United States Institute of Medicine (F Cluzeau, et al, unpublished report). These criteria were based on eight desirable attributes of clinical practice guidelines and addressed whether developers overcame potential biases during development of the guidelines. The criteria emphasised the importance of identifying, rating, and synthesising evidence; quantifying the potential costs, risks, and benefits of management options; and using appropriate consensus techniques. After collecting available background information for each guideline we asked a multidisciplinary group of reviewers to assess its performance against the proposed criteria. The study disclosed that most guidelines had insufficient documentation to assess the process of their development. Without such information reviewers often felt unable to make a judgement, or if they did, they recognised that this was based on their personal knowledge of the guidelines. Even when the information was sufficient, agreement between reviewers remained poor.

These preliminary findings raise some important issues about appraising guidelines in the United Kingdom. Firstly, how can the scientific rigour of the guidelines be objectively evaluated without adequate documentation? The lack of transparency about how current guidelines have been developed presents a major hurdle for their appraisal. In future, those developing guidelines should publish sufficient information about the development process to allow potential users to assess their likely validity, possibly as a structured abstract. Secondly, who should undertake the assessment? Without an organisational framework the appraisal of guidelines by individual purchasers and providers is likely to lead to duplication of efforts and diseconomies of small scale. These problems could be largely contained through national coordination by professional bodies, following the examples of the Scottish intercollegiate Guidelines Network (J Petrie, personal communication) and the Dutch College of General Practitioners, or as part of the research and development initiative. Potentially useful guidelines identified through these processes could be recommended to purchasers and providers, who could concentrate on how they could be adopted locally, including auditing their impact.

Ensuring quality of guidelines

Including guidelines in contracts is complex and experimental. The latest letter from the NHS Management Executive on clinical effectiveness reflects increasing understanding of these issues. If guidelines are to be used by purchasers and providers they must be developed rigorously and must identify outcomes for monitoring purposes. Evidence so far suggests that current guidelines in the United Kingdom are deficient in these respects. The challenge for those producing guidelines is to ensure that the development process is rigorous and amenable to scrutiny. The challenge for those involved in appraising guidelines is to develop sensitive and reliable
criteria that will inform purchasers and providers about the strengths and weaknesses of published guidelines. Until then, the introduction of a “Which” guide to guidelines is premature.
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